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This is what the SLP really looks like.
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I am in my 12th
year as a schoolbased Speech
Pathologist.
Currently, I work
with elementary
students.
Language and
social pragmatic
disorders are my
jam.
The hubbs and I
enjoy going to
concerts and
taking hikes.
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I have two kids.
Hanna is 6 and in
first grade. She is
enthusiastic about
ballet, Girl Scouts
and soccer.
Riley is 10. He
joined the
broadcasting club
at school. After
school he does
jiujitsu and swim
team in the
summer.
We are about to
be a party of 5.
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Financial and Non-Financial Disclosures
I work for the Twin Rivers Unified School
District.
Dabbling Speechie
I create resources on
TeachersPayTeachers and make a profit
from those sales.
Rehab Seminars has provided
compensation for preparing and giving
this presentation.
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Learner Objectives
The learner will develop streamlined progress
monitoring, data collection and use of rubrics to
Integrate evidence based practices in therapy
sessions and know where to access therapy
materials and tools to help with planning therapy.
Demonstrate tips for streamlining the speech
referral process and information to help SLPs
make confident clinical decisions for students.
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Tips for Streamlining
Assessments &
Reports
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Have a System for Referrals

Put it in a Google Doc, so you can easily
share and reference
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Invest Time To Establish Guidelines & Procedures
If your team is signing you up for
assessments without doing RTI or looking at
least restrictive environment, they could be
signing you up for an extra 10-15 hours to
What would you do with an extra 10-15 hours??
Consulting and spending time with your
principal, school psych and SST coordinator is
important for explaining the process.
Setting guidelines for signing assessment plans
is important.
Coming to SST meetings for language
concerns can help get you background
information for your report, and show
teachers/staff your expertise.
Attending SSTs can help the team make more
informed decisions about assessments.

http://bit.ly/speechreferralprocess
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Make a Report Template
Create a thorough
assessment report.
Put parenthesis
around student
names, he/she, or
anything that may
change.
Use search and
replace to quickly
change names and
gender
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Save Descriptions of Skills/Tests
If you wrote a big social-pragmatic assessment
and did a lot of descriptive language about
certain skills, write a template for that.
You can always customize for each student, but
it helps to have a starting point when you are
drained at the end of the day.
Highlight where you left off on a report, so you
can easily pick up when you have time.
Right when you get the assessment plan, plug in
when you will test the student. Waiting and
assuming you have time leads to last minute
assessments and stress.
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Taking
Data And
Progress
Monitoring
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Data Collection tips
Buy some 2 by 4 shipping labels,
download a template and go crazy!

Printing on
3x5 cards!
easy!
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Rubrics to Collect Data
Rubrics can help you
quantify how a child is
doing without having tally
data.
This also allows your to
get data feedback from
a classroom teacher.
It can help you write
measurable goals.
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By (date), (student) will engage in a conversation with peers
during a structured language activity as exhibited by taking
at least two turns with a score of at least 40-60%
independence as measured by an average score from a
rating scale across at least 3 sessions. A rating scale of 1-5
will measure responses: 1=constant prompting and cues (020% independent); 2=moderate prompting and cues (20-40%
independent); 3=minimal prompting and cues (40-60%
independent); 4=occasional prompting and cues (60-80%
independent); 5=no more prompts and cues than a typical
student (80-100% independent).

By (date), (student) will improve (his/her) social interactions
with peers and staff by initiating communication using a
gesture (i.e. tapping shoulder, pointing) and/or the person's
name and sharing a request, comment and/or question (i.e.
I need help. I want a turn. What is your name?) at least 3
times in a 10 minute observational sample with no more
than 1 verbal prompt per initiating opportunity as measured
by therapist observational data and/or rubric data with a
level 3 or higher in 2 out of 3 opportunities.
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I edited the
rubric to fit the
goal and then
uploaded the
rubric to the
case he/she
every moves.

Digital Options
16

Progress Monitoring Tools
Create or buy progress
monitoring tools that you
can use to collect data
for benchmarks.
Progress reporting time
is much easier when you
have the data.
It takes the pressure off
of taking data every
single session and allows
you time to teach the
skill.
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SLPToolKit
Digital data tracking and progress monitoring tools.
You can create goal sheets, administer present
level assessments, take daily data and has rubric
goals.

Digital Options
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Have therapy logs with
accurate information
with all the goals
included for easy
referencing.
Store your goals, so you
can use them over and
over again. They also
have goal banks to
make goal writing
easier.
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Tips for Taking
Data in Therapy
Sessions
20

Tips for Taking Data In Sessions
Find a system that works for you. I
like using paper and digital tools to
collect data.
Keeping data on one sheet of paper
for the day can be easier to
organize.
trying to take data on every student
in the group. I switch from the

I will also keep track of who I have
taken data for and pick one student
in the group to track.
Or I plan an independent warm up in
the beginning of the session, so I can
take a quick data collection for
students in the group.
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write down their answers
to the stimulus items
Use washi tape on your binder cover and
take data with a dry erase marker
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Take data on the tape and then stick it

23

Staying Organized

24
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Staying Organized with Your Time
Find a system that works for you. I
like using paper and digital tools to
collect data.
Keeping data on one sheet of paper
for the day can be easier to
organize.
trying to take data on every student
in the group. I switch from the

I will also keep track of who I have
taken data for and pick one student
in the group to track.
Or I plan an independent warm up in
the beginning of the session, so I can
take a quick data collection for
students in the group.
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Therapy Material Storage and
Organization
Find a system that works for you.
Have a crate or designated area
where you keep all of your
weekly/monthly therapy materials
by your desk.
This helps keep clutter off your
desk/table.
It allows you to clean up quickly and
find the materials you want to use in
the moment.
Each month or week, put away the
items/books and re-stock.
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Stay Organized for the Whole Year

Easier to Find Items You Need
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Therapy Material Storage and
Organization
Keep things organized by type of material, month of the year
(themes) or by skill. You can store in bins, hanging file bins,
binders or containers.
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Plastic Pouches

Poly Zip files or pouches from the Dollar Tree
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Therapy Material Storage and
Organization
Expanding file folders and binders can organize items by skill
or theme. It is easy to transport between schools and store
in your office.
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Have places to easily store forms
and items you use.

Buckets

Magnetic
folders
Color coded
speech folders

Magnetic
bookshelves
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Traveling SLP
If you do any push in
therapy or travel
throughout your
building during your
day, then a quality
rolling tote is a must!

Madison Rolling Tote by Recollections
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Store and Use Materials Digitally
Keep materials
in Google Drive
or Dropbox.
Access and
print when you
need them.
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Notability iPad App

Can open PDFs & write on them

34

doubt, shove it in a drawer!

35

Behavior
Management Tips &
Tricks

36
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Establishing Behavior Routines
Do your students know what you want them to do for every part
of your lesson?
When reading a story, do your students know the following
routines and expectations:
Feet quiet on the ground, bottom in seat, hands in lap or on
table.
Voice is a volume 0 unless called to ask a question or share.
about the story.
Eyes are looking at the pages of the story.
Research has shown that children who are exhibiting less problem
behavior show bigger gains in language skills. So, if we invest time
in decreasing the presence of unwanted behaviors, the SLP will
increase the opportunities for meaningful language opportunities
in the session.
Justice, L.M., Jiang, H., Logan, J.A., & Schmitt, M.B. (2017). Predictors of language gains among school-age children with
language impairment in the public schools.
, 1590 1605.
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Ideas for Creating Behavior Routines

Know your expectations. Know the schoolwide expectations.
you will handle an unwanted behavior, you
will struggle with being consistent.
Be consistent and do what you say you will
do. Keep the structure of your sessions
somewhat similar to create routine.
recommendations for trickier behaviors.
Visually and verbally praise positive
behaviors with direct feedback about what
the student is doing.
http://bit.ly/behaviorroutines
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http://bit.ly/TDSrockstarslps

Digital Options

First/Then Charts and Working For Charts

39
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Use Visual Supports to Explain
Expectations

40

Digital Options

Follow the same routine or expectations every session even if
your lesson/activity is different.
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Planning Therapy for
Your Caseload

42
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Make A Mixed Group Cheat Sheet

43

Write down whquestions from the
book.
Find tier II
vocabulary and write
down definitions.
Look for words with
articulation sounds.
Brainstorm
perspective-taking
questions.
Write down target
verbs.
List activities you can
do with the book.

Digital Options

Make Mixed Group Lesson Plans for Books

44

Make Mixed Group Lesson Plans with Toys
or Games
http://bit.ly/TDS-potatohead

http://bit.ly/TDS-potatohead
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Grammar for present
progressive, noun-verb
agreement, prepositional
phrases.
Following directions and
sequencing steps for
putting together Mr.
Potato Head
Turn taking and social
conversation
Answering noun-function

Describing by attributes
with complete sentences.
Articulation and phonology
practice with carrier
phrases.
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Teach tier II vocabulary
for the activity such as
decide, instead, wonder,
and predict.
Pick words that have your
sound.
Sort words into the
correct word pile.
For example, with the
students put things that
Work on following the
social rules of the game.
Teach how to be flexible
chosen.
Name the word opposites
and work on describing
nouns by adjectives

http://bit.ly/TDS-apples2apples
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Apples To Apples Junior
Depth of knowledge,
describing. Pick the
students speech
sound or practice
speech fluency skills

Antonyms
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Make Mixed Group Lesson Plans for YouTube
Videos
animated black and white comic strips
that are wordless, short and there are a lot to chose from
to use in therapy!
Scishowkids- A YouTube channel that specializes in short
non-fiction videos to answer questions about science. Great
for grades 2-5.
Ormie the Pig are wordless short videos that you can work
on social inferencing, wh-questions, and story retell.
Literacy Shed is a website that has free wordless short
videos to work on language and writing.
TDSocialSkills and Meredith Harrah have videos for social
skills.
Commercials are great for perspective taking, discussing
Everyday Speech has some videos on YouTube, but they also
have a paid membership with a lot of videos.
National Geographic Kids
geared towards kids.

has non-fiction videos that are

What are your favorite videos or YouTube
channels?
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Therapy ideas and
resources for planning
articulation therapy
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Incorporate self-awareness
tasks
52

Tips For Articulation Therapy
Self Monitoring
Use Voxer to
practice in
structured
conversation

Reduce verbal
reminders

Students graph
their own data
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Increase productions in a session.
54
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Increase productions in a session.
55

http://bit.ly/articgeneralization

Find activities to help with carryover

56

Therapy ideas for
teaching language

57
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Conversational re-casting is an EPB for
grammar intervention.
Clinician reChildren with language impairments
make better gains with grammar when
they hear a variety of morphological
targets.

children learn the morpheme then when
only using a few verbs and repeating

The research study found that using 12
unique verbs twice or 24 verbs a
session was best practices.
Plante
the language input to children enhances learning in a treatment context. American Journal of
Speech-Language Pathology, 23, 530 545.
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Evidence Based Practices For Grammar Intervention
Students with language disorders also need to be explicitly taught
grammar rules when learning to add new morphemes to a verb or
noun. One study found that implicitly and explicitly teaching grammar
rules showed significant improvements with the students learning the
grammatical forms.

Implicit teaching

giving a lot of exposure of the morpheme
without teaching the explanation or rule. So, reading a book to a
student with a lot of emphasis on the morpheme is an example of
implicitly teaching the grammar rule. During a play activity, the
SLP/educator may model a verb tense while playing in hopes the
student will begin to use that verb tense.

Explicit teaching

providing direct instruction about the
grammar rules and how to use the rule in language.
Finestack, L. H. (2018). Evaluation of an explicit intervention to teach novel grammatical forms to children
with developmental language disorder.
. Advance
online publication. doi: 10.1044/2018_JSLHR-L-17-0339.
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Types of Vocabulary Words
Tier I

Everyday words that

instruction.
Tier II - are words that help
students in all subject areas,
found on standardized tests,
and will help students year
after year.
Tier III - are content
specific and important for
classroom units and exams.
Evidence has shown association
with vocabulary knowledge and
academic attainment. This study
showed working on tier 2
vocabulary words in a systematic
way can help students build
vocabulary knowledge and
transfer into their classrooms.

Spencer, S., Clegg, J., Lowe, H., & Stackhouse, J. (2017).
cross-curriculum words: an intervention study. Advance
online publication. doi: 10.1111/1460-6984.12309.
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Vocabulary Grabber

61

Word Webs
Word webs
have been
found to be
a useful tool
for
elementary
aged
students
with word
finding
difficulties.

Best, Hughes, Masterson, Thomas, Fedor, Roncoli, Fern-Pollak, Shepherd, Howard,
Shobbrook & Kapikian (2017).
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Points
Game
Grab a list of vocabulary
words. Students take turns
defining the words.
If they define the word
correctly, then they roll
the die.
The student earns the
number of points on the
die.
Adapt for synonyms,
antonyms, category,
prefixes/suffixes

63
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Create a naming
game with index
cards.
Write words on
the index cards
you want your
students to
practice.
Pick words that
align with your
or vocabulary
goals.
One student
gives clues
attributes to
help the other
student guess
the word.
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Make Your
Own Taboo
Game
Pick word targets that you
want your students to
work on in speech.
If you have a mixed
group, think of words with
Play Taboo as the
carryover lesson after
doing drill practice the
first part of the session.
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Muffin Tin Game
Cut the index cards into smaller pieces. Write your targets that you
want students to practice. Get a muffin tin, a small ball and your
sheets of paper. Write points on the back of the papers if you want!
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Therapy Ideas for
planning fluency
therapy
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Fluency Therapy Tips
Make a Fluency
Binder

Use cars to teach
strategies

68

Fluency Therapy Tips

69
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Therapy ideas and
resources for planning
social skills therapy
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Social Skill Ideas
The therapist acts out unexpected
behaviors during the session. Then,
asks the students what they were
thinking about the clinician
Use real photos/situations from the
environment and add
thought bubbles
Show videos and ask what the
person could be thinking
Give choices and model what could
thought bubble
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http://bit.ly/allaboutmeslides
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Would You
Rather?
Conversation
Activity
Can target
questions
Making
comments
On Topic
statements
Practicing
non-verbal
language
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Body Language Activities
Body Language
No Talk Go Fish
Body Language
Charades
plan?

74

Tips For Working
With Staff and
Parents

75
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Working With Staff and Parents
Be transparent! Make your reports and
assessment data easier for parents and
staff to understand.
Have you heard of the Clinical Severity
Scales (CSS)? Did you know
updated?
The CSS has great visuals for parents on a bell
curve form that makes assessment data
easier to comprehend.
visual!
Be Visible- Communicate with staff and
students about where you are or when you
will be able to follow up with them. Eat in the
staff room when you can and pop out at
recess from time to time.
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Working With Difficult Staff and Parents
Do your homework. Come to the conversation or
situation prepared, especially when you know
something will be difficult.
Know your students strengths, have data/research
to back up your recommendations
Manage (regulate) your emotions!
why
you have the ZONES poster hanging in your
room)
blind side anyone. State your intentions
right away and be clear.
Pre-staff IEP meetings, so that your team is very
clear about your recommendations before presenting
to the parents.
Ask for support and make sure you have back up for
difficult meetings.
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Tips For Running A
Successful IEP
Meeting

78
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Tips For Running A Successful IEP Meeting
Call the parents ahead of time if
you are considering making
changes big changes to the IEP.
Ask parents about concerns prior
to the IEP meeting.
Pre-staff the meeting with staff to
make sure you are on the same page
before the meeting.
Make the meeting child focused and
strength-based.
Have an agenda outlined to help
keep all team members on track.
Encourage all team members to
participate during the meeting.
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Tips For Running A Successful IEP Meeting
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Tips &
Resources to
Help You Get
Learn the
Latest Research
Make Better
Clinical Decisions
Efficiently
81
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What is the Informed SLP?
The Informed SLP is
a web-based
subscription based
site (annual
membership $107,
about $9 a month)
that allows you to
search by a
particular topic for
relevant, bite sized,
USEABLE research
data.
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Example of an article.
Have a group of SLPs each
month bring in 1-2 articles
to share and review at
the speech department
meeting.

Digital Options
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More EBP Learning Opportunities
Join Facebook groups to ask questions and
get research from other SLPs.
Take courses online and get CEUS
SLP Summit - happens in summer and winter
online (its free)
Speech Therapy PD online video
professional development
SpeechPathology.com

online CEU learning
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How to
Keep
Your
Sanity

85

take
some
advice
from
Kevin
Hart
86

forget that you are
doing the best you can.
Try not to take work home!
No, seriously.
Set real work hours, stick to
them.
EAT YOUR LUNCH.
Take a walk!
Do your best to attempt a
life of balance.
Advocate for your
workload.
There will always be more
you could be doing.
Find your HAPPY Place!
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